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W e partnered with 3 other experts — a certified 

nutrition coach, a meditation teacher, and a wellness 

coach — to tell us their top simple-but-significant 

ways to help you move FWRD on your wellness path. Enjoy!

Stephanie Firenze
FOUNDER, F WRD FITNESS

5 easy and effective ways to get healthy
and move FWRD on your wellness path
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1. Have a Plan

TAKE TIME TO FOCUS 
ON YOUR WHY

BY S TEPHANIE FIRENZE  •     @F WRDFITNESS

Why is your health important to you?

I s it to be a good role model for your kids? To feel good in your body? To heal 
your body? Does it make you a better employee? Parent? We are constantly 
facing new challenges in life. Staying focused on why you started will help you 

stay motivated and moving forward when times get hard. The worksheet on the 
following page will help you find clarity and focus. 
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CREATE A SMART GOAL
ARE A OF WELLNESS: DATE:

Overarching Goal:

Specific:

Measurable:

Achievable:

Relevant:

Time Sensitive:

Obstacles:

Your “Why”:

Solutions:

Final Goal:
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2. Get Moving

MOVE FWRD WITH THIS 
25-MINUTE WORKOUT VIDEO

BY S TEPHANIE FIRENZE  •     @F WRDFITNESS

It’s time move FWRD with this 25-minute Barre
workout led by FWRD Founder, Stephanie Firenze.

T his workout will exercise your mind + body leaving you feeling empowered, 
calm and refreshed. What’s our #1 tip to staying motivated? Love what you 
do! The more JOY your workout brings you, the more likely you will stick 

with it and make it part of your daily routine. Click here or below to play.  



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyjCuk8zTyaY-6nF7d3XdmUNRwVsuxah/view?ts=5c311ba3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyjCuk8zTyaY-6nF7d3XdmUNRwVsuxah/view?ts=5c311ba3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyjCuk8zTyaY-6nF7d3XdmUNRwVsuxah/view?ts=5c311ba3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyjCuk8zTyaY-6nF7d3XdmUNRwVsuxah/view?ts=5c311ba3
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3. Eat Real Food 

SWEET POTATO NACHOS
BY SAR A ROTH, CERTIFIED HE ALTH COACH

  @INSPIREDHE ALTHBYSAR A

Ingredients (Makes 2 Servings)

DIRECTIONS
Cashew cheese: Place cashews in a bowl, cover with warm 
water, and let soak for at least 30 minutes. Drain, rinse, and 
add to a blender with remaining ingredients. Blend until 
smooth, adding more water if needed.

While cashews are soaking, preheat oven to 420 degrees. Cut 
sweet potatoes into 1/3” thick rounds. Place on parchment 
lined baking sheet and cook for 17 minutes. Flip and bake for 
an additional 5-7 minutes until slightly golden brown.

Place sweet potato rounds on a plate, add toppings, and 
drizzle with cashew cheese. 

• 2 small sweet potatoes, preferably Japanese

CASHEW CHEESE
• 1/2 cup raw cashews, soaked
• 3-4 TB water
• 2 TB nutritional yeast
• 1/4 tsp sea salt
• Optional: 1/2 jalapeno, de-seeded

TOPPINGS
• 1 cup black beans, cooked
• 1/2 avocado, sliced
• 2 cups lettuce, chopped
• Optional: sliced jalapeno, salsa
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4. Manifest

MANIFESTATION MINI 
WORKSHOP WITH EMILY
BY EMILY THOMAS, WELLNESS COACH  •     @ITSEMILY THOMAS

Consciously move into the alignment
and flow of your dream

M any of us want to feel a greater sense of meaning and purpose in our 
lives but just aren’t sure how to get  there. If you feel lost, you’re not 
alone. The secret is that YOU are in complete control of your own destiny 

and by reading this, you’ve already made a conscious choice to align your current 
life with the one you desire. The rest we’re going to do together so let’s get started. 
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PART 1: LIFE INVENTORY

Before you can move in the direction of your dreams, you have to know your 
starting point. That means figuring out where you are, right now, so we can figure 
out hot to get where you want to go. Unfortunately,  there is no Google Maps hack 
to identify “your location” in life. But there are several handy tools we can use to  
take a life inventory, starting with the following exercise.  

LIFE INVENTORY EXERCISE: Get out your journal and from memory, 
write down how you typically spend every hour of the week (M-F) 
and be as thorough as possible including any thoughts, or anything 
details that happen on a daily basis. Then next to each item on the 
list, indicate how that makes you feel. For example, if you go to the 
gym on Thursday at lunch, beside that you might write that you feel 
healthy & vibrant! 

PART 2: OBSERVING THE
INNER CRITIC

When was the last time you felt like you 
weren’t good enough? The last time you 
thought, “I’m not thin enough / smart 
enough / pretty enough / funny enough 
/ whatever enough”? I’ll bet the answer is 
not that long ago. 

Everyone struggles with feeling like they’re 
not enough. The supermodel, the football 
star, the award-winning entrepreneur. It’s 
human nature to feel less than. But the 
truth is, you are enough. 
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Let that sink in for a second. Take a deep breath, read it again. You. Are. Enough. 
You are everything you will ever need to be in this lifetime. You already have the 
capacity to fulfill your dreams. But there’s a little voice inside your head telling you 
your dreams are out of reach. That voice is your  inner critic and in this part we’re 
going to learn how to turn down the volume so we can more clearly hear our 
heart. Start by completing the following exercise.

INNER CRITIC REFLECTION EXERCISE: As you review your typical 
week from the exercise in part 1, start to take a closer look at the 
peaks and troughs and how the different parts of your day made you 
feel. Specifically, how do different interactions, thoughts and actions 
during your day contribute to your overall happiness? The goal is not 
to feel good all the time, but rather to become aware and deliberately 
create your reality instead of mindlessly reacting to it. Start asking 
yourself important questions like, are there certain places, things or 
even people that drain you? What thought is creating this feeling? How 
can I adjust this thought to make myself feel better? Do not jump to 
eliminate these sources of conflict, instead make an effort to use these 
experiences for personal growth by becoming curious and questioning 
why you feel the way you do.  

Note: As you become more aware of what’s happening in your day-
to-day existence, you may notice that you are more energetically 
prepared for situations that were previously a source for suffering. 
By knowing in advance that something triggers you, you can set a 
positive intention prior to entering the situation in turn creating 
an opportunity for growth rather than repeating an unconscious 
negative pattern.  
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PART 3: IDENTIFY YOUR DREAM!

Your imagination knows no bounds. And it’s one of the most important tools to 
manifest the life of your  dreams. If you can dream it, you can achieve it, so in this 
section of the workshop you’re going to get clear  about what it is you want. 
You’re going to go beyond, “I want to be happy,” “I want to feel good,” and identify 
exactly what ‘happy’ means for you. Because happiness and joy and success aren’t 
the same for everyone. But to know what they mean to you, all you need to do is 
tune into your heart!  

DREAM IT UP EXERCISE: Start this process by brainstorming in your 
journals what it is that you really want!  

PART 4: TAKE STRATEGIC ACTION – MAP IT OUT! 

Just remember, a journey of a thousand 
miles begins with a single step. And so do 
your dreams. Be patient. Be persistent. 
And keep moving in the direction that 
takes you closer to where you want to go. 
One day you’ll  look around, and realize 
you’re already there! Once you have your 
big, bold, daring dreams in mind (and 
I encourage you to dream big because 
what you can conceive, you can achieve!), 
it’s time to break them down into smaller, 
manageable chunks. This is where we 
summon the more practical part of 
ourselves, the ‘doer,’ the part that gets 
stuff done. 
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PART 4 EXERCISE: Start by imagining that you already have what you 
want, seriously take a moment to feel how it feels to have achieved 
what you’re attempting to manifest. Now, journal from the perspective 
of the ‘future you’ telling yourself how to strategically take action 
to get exactly what you want. Then take these notes and fill in your 
calendar with actionable tasks and actually start executing TODAY! 
Don’t wait until tomorrow by making sure to give yourself a task today 
and make a commitment to yourself to get it done.  

PART 5: PLAN AND PATIENCE  

Now that you’ve created a life inventory, started observing your inner critic, 
identified your dreams, and started mapping out the path that will get you there, 
it’s time to prepare for the inevitable arrival of those dreams. But  there are two 
things you need to do first.

1. You need to get in alignment.
2. You need to surrender and let go.

Right now is around the time when most people are thinking, “Emily, what does 
that even mean?” Fear not, let me explain.

What we put out into the universe we get back, so to manifest your dreams, you 
must first put out the energy you wish to receive. If you radiate abundance, you 
will attract wealth and abundance in return. If you give love, you will receive love. 
Emanate joy and your life will be filled with happiness. Starting to see the trend?
Then, once we’ve planned and mapped and dreamed and aligned, we need to 
get out of our own way and let go. The universe will receive your intention and 
conspire to help you realize your dreams, but it may not be according to your exact 
plan and schedule. Trust that there is a greater force at work. Surrender and let go.
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PART 5 EXERCISE: Take a 10 minutes to meditate without disturbance 
and visualize your future self living the life and having everything you 
are manifesting during this workshop.

PART 5: WORK WITH ME 

Congratulations on making it through 
this workshop!  

The next step is a bit of patience and 
continuing to show up and do the work. 
But you don’t have to do it alone. As 
part of the workshop you get a free 
on-on-one coaching session with me. 
What’s the catch? Absolutely nothing. 
I’m passionate about the power of 
manifestation because I’ve seen it work 
in my own life and I want to help guide 
you down the same path. I can work with 
you on awakening your potential and 
your connection to your authentic self 
by releasing any old thought patterns 
and blocked energy. You will begin to 
see that everything you want is within you and is just waiting to be discovered. 
So let’s connect and continue your journey. You’re on your way to the life of your 
dreams. 

You can find me on Instagram @itsemilythomas or at EmilyKThomas.com.
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5. Be More Mindful

CONNECTING TO YOUR INNER 
GURU - YOUR “YOURU”

BY ERIN REED  •     @ERINFARRISREED

What do you do when you feel stuck?  What do you do 
when sadness, loss, anger or confusion sets in?

W e live in a culture of self-help books; 
“spiritual leaders” and “gurus”. Often times 
we look to anyone outside of us for answers 

or advice. But why? Are we incapable of guiding 
ourselves? Does someone else hold the answers to our 
own personal life questions, issues or problems?

I firmly believe that we all need teachers. We all need 
a mentor who has walked a similar path that we are 
on, who we can turn to for support — a friend who can 
provide guidance and support. But we can’t implicitly 
rely on others every time we feel internally disrupted. 
We hold more answers to those “big life questions” 
than we give ourselves credit for, but for some reason, 
we’ve abandoned ourselves. We’ve lost confidence in 
our instincts and turned our backs on our own“inner guru” our “YOUru.”  If only 
we’d trust ourselves a little more. If only we’d connect to the tiny space between 
our thoughts, the space between our breath, where we are whole and free, we’d 
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truly realize that the guidance and answers are 
within.

I’d like to invite you to visit your inner “YOUru” 
daily. As you consistently start to connect with the 
stillness and silence within yourself, you will find 
that the answers to the questions you have been 
endlessly pursuing are actually inside of you, just 
waiting for you to call them forward.
As 2019 approaches, make it your goal to 
visit your inner “YOUru” daily. First thing in 
the morning, before you pick up your phone 
and inundate your sleepy brain with the day’s 
problems, issues and needs, is ideal. “WPM” 
(Wake, Pee, Meditate) is how I start each day. I realize that this early morning call is 
not conducive to everyone’s life — especially those with little ones. However, if you 
can wake up just 20 minutes earlier than you usually do each day, I assure you that 
you will feel more clarity of mind; more energetic and more connected to your spirit.

So this is one way how…close your eyes. Place both hands on your heart and take 
a long, slow, deep breath in, and then gently let that go. Do that a few more times, 
really filling up your heart space up and really watching your breath; witnessing 
it; separating yourself from it. Notice the shift that happens — notice the sense of 
peace and relaxation that starts to settle into your mind and body.

Now silently, start to ask yourself this question “What do I need to hear today?…
What do I need to hear today…” Say that as many times to yourself that feels 
right. Then listen. Be still. Let the answers flow into your consciousness, and feel 
supported by your inner “YOUru.”

When you feel ready, slowly open your eyes. Acknowledge that something 
special and sacred happened, and commit to connecting to your spirit once again 
tomorrow. 
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